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fl/ Whitman had a great ad.miration for thePresident, Lincol:. After his
assassination, Whitman mourns his
death using elaborate conventions drawn
from the natural world and societv.Explain. 10

Or

/b/ Despite personal tragedies the
assassination of the president is felt to be
a great national tragedy in Wlen Lilacs
Last in tle Dooryard Bloom'd. Elaborate.
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2. (a) In Bemuse I autd nat stop for Death" the
poet dramatically presents her encounter
with Death and Eternity. Explain.

(b) E;mily Dickinson,s poem is remarkable
for its descriptive technique. Elaborate
with reference to the poems you have
read.

(a) In Birches, Frost uses a realistic image
with symbolic representation of the reat
and ideal world. Illustrate.

Or

@/ Explain how the poem, The Road Not
Taken is a reflection on making choices
in life.

4. (a) "Every moment instructs and everv
object; for wisdom is infused into everi
form."

Elaborate the above statement after
. Emerson,

Or

fb) Counteraction is another of Emerson,s
topics. He wrote that every action has a
counteraction, or something that slows it
down, or gets it oII course. Illustrate.
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Agsess Emerson as an Essayist.

.Or
Attempt a comparative study of Emerson
and Whitrnan.
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l. Answer the following questions : 2x8=76
fa/ Describe how I Hear America Singing is the bestexample of America,s a._o"i""ir--ij 'it"

working-class people.
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fC What are the conventional images Dickinson
utcs associated with death in Beqtse I uuld not
ttop for Death?
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DOcribe how Frost gives a symbolic meaning of
Fftqi,ng of birches in his life.
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h) Why does ',Er_nerson opine that ja .persqq lirrin€
with modbrn amenities is unable .to, appreaiatJ
beautiful things in nature?
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